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The D is Nikon's high-end APS-C camera, and is the only DX format camera in the company's
current lineup to support autofocus on screw drive lenses. In other words, it's a very crowded
field. One of the most important features on the D is its improved AF system. The most obvious
improvement in the D compared to the D will be noticed by anyone who shoots continuously.
The D can now extend its ISO higher than on its predecessor, but with a catch. Seeing how little
color detail would be left at ISO 51, and ,, Nikon has chosen to make those two sensitivities
black and white only. Two other new features of note are 60p video with Flat Picture Control,
also available for stills and Wi-Fi. While the addition of 60p video is nice, it's only available in 1.
It's interesting to note that the sensor has a slightly difference pixel count to its predecessor,
which suggests a new sensor. This can only be good news since, although it performed well by
many measures, the Toshiba sensor in the D would exhibit pronounced banding once you hit its
noise floor. We've seen Nikon's continued use of Sony sensors in many of its other models,
including the APS-C D; however, a close inspection of the D's sensor, and furthermore lab
results, both suggest it's not using the same sensor as the D We'd venture to guess an updated
version of the Toshiba sensor used in the D makes an appearance in the D and, with it, comes
an improvement in dynamic range due to a complete lack of banding in shadows of base ISO
files. You can focus in conditions a full stop dimmer, and our tests with the updated Multi-CAM
II sensor in the D showed that it continued to focus in significantly darker conditions than the
Multi-CAM sensor in the D a DX variant of which was used in the D What this means is that the
camera will focus a whole lot better in low light conditions, across the entire frame. Cross-type
points remain limited to the central 15 though, and the RGB metering sensor used for TTL
metering is unchanged at a resolution of 2, pixels. It's a shame that this number isn't higher. But
Nikon's algorithms for 3D tracking just seem to be better Canon's iTR in the 7D Mark II is
imprecise and laggy in comparison, despite its higher resolution metering sensor , so we're
fans of Nikon's subject tracking algorithms in combination with their higher resolution metering
sensors. If you want to control your camera without laying a hand on it, then you'll appreciate
the D's built-in Wi-Fi. Naturally, photos can be transferred and shared, which is extra-easy if you
have a NFC-compatible smartphone. Lastly, there's battery life. Perhaps its due to the more
efficient Expeed 4 processor, but whatever Nikon has done, it's managed to squeeze another
shots per charge out of the D compared to the D The D is available with and without a lens, in
the USA. This sensor still has horizontal fixed pattern banding. Raise the shadow values and its
there even at base ISO. Someone didn't test it thoroughly enough. D is a much better value and,
the AF performance is better in all but very low light levels that you don't shoot any action in
anyways. No banding, awesome sensor, better viewfinder. Still the best Nikon DX camera for
general use. D is of course best for serious sports and the only professional body. D is better
for sports and low-light photography. D is expensive and D is starting to lose previous D series
features because of D I'd rather buy used D for a good price than crippled D D that also loses
it's status, but your needs may vary. D is absolutely worth it though if you can afford it. Video
quality is not bad but don't try to zoom with it, it simply won't follow focus so you end up with a
crappy out of focus video clip. I have asked a camera repair guy in Brisbane and he says it
doesn't work on auto focus. I took the camera to the authorised Nikon company here in
Brisbane called Andersons and their guy says "yeah it should work fine on af zoom" , he aslo
said the white balance was fine on auto but I had to set the WB on Kelvin settings to get decent
flash colour saturation. I am a retired news photographer so I do know a bit about cameras,
accordingly I would not recommend this camera to beginners. I don't like it! I'll keep it for 1 year
maximum, then change back to canon waiting for 90D. I don't even exclude a switch to 80D
meanwhile! I guess I'm a canon guy I do not understand the current criteria. For me the d
camera is clearly golden level up in the video section. I know examples of current favorites and
frankly only by bad faith can be compared. I do not say Nikon forever, but I feel like I believe in
what I do and I see. Can you shoot video through the viewfinder instead of on the monitor? It's a
bummer when shooting in the sun with the D Thanks for your response labe. What exactly is an
evf? Is it an accessory to the or some type of camera? Using the same exposure means that all
the images were created from the same amount of total light so have the same shot noise. While
you've guessed the sensor in D is an updated version of Toshiba one, here in the following
review it's showing that it's a Sony sensor like that of D! We're still not in a position to be
certain, either way. Some pieces of information Nikon's product photos, some of DxO's
measurements , suggest it's a Toshiba, other people are convinced it's a Sony. Either could be
correct. Our review tries to show you want the performance looks like, in comparison to other
cameras and sensors. We think that's more important than Nikon's supply chain choices. I am
not sure about the file name. Sensors don't dictate filenames. Will be shooting stills mainly, so
image quality, picture profile, skin tones, low light performance are priority. If you need high
print quality at iso you might want to consider Full Frame sensor. Canon 6D and Nikon D or D

would offer lower noise grain at higher iso. I bought it last week and in one or two days I'll get it.
I can't wait until get it in my hands. Combined with the it's perfect for my needs. I use it only for
Landscape and nature photography. For other general photography i use a small 1" camera. I
didn't like the X-Trans for landscapes so i don't talk about Fuji ;o. But it's really smaller and
really lighter and this is more important for me. I never use video or liveview so i can't say
anything about that. Does the D have a histogram for reviewing exposure? Sorry, didn't read all
the comments and counting so maybe this has been answered, but how does this score an 84
and get a Silver and the Sony a scores an 80 and gets a Gold. Not that it is a big deal, Gold and
Silver stars don't mean much and these reviews with pros and cons can be a bit of a moving
target Try this link instead. There is no direct link between the overall score and the awards:
they are not given automatically to cameras reaching a certain threshold. Crucially a camera
can get an award even if a camera with a higher overall score didn't. The scores are mainly
based on the objective measurements we make and are heavily weighted towards image quality.
The awards are the lead reviewer's overall assessment of what the camera as a whole offers. We
try to explain why one camera does and doesn't get an award. In conclusion we can read that
"travel shooters might do better looking elsewhere". Can you explain me which way is the best
for travel shooter? Now I have Olympus E-PL5 with and kit lens, and advantages of that
campera is definitly size, but weakness of that choise: AF is not good in bad light conditions,
depth of field. There are things which are better on both cameras, and the Oly isn't bad, but I
think the D is a bit better, if heavier. Meanwhile, there are smaller, lighter and similarly capable
mirrorless rivals that may be equally appealing to the photographers Nikon is aiming for. Too
many cameras offer similar capabilities and more, if you're interested in video for the same
money. It's a very good camera Silver not a standout great one Gold. I have different cameras
for shooting stills and video. Don't like the Swiss knife tactics, a device full of compromised
functions. Yes this includes the Golden A However I hope that, equally, you can see why we
can't review cameras on that basis. We can try to illustrate any differences in image quality and
handling between cameras but we can't totally ignore one aspect of a camera's capabilities
when we draw our overall conclusions. Do what I did and download the Adobe nef converter.
Then you cnvert you nef files to DNG format and then edit them easy with photoshop or
elements. The D has a much bigger buffer, better low light autofocusing, WiFi, longer battery
life, sharper and cleaner Expeed 4 image processor, and better high ISO performance with an
extended range ALL features that prevented me from purchasing the D Thank you Nikon for all
the upgrades I cared about and wanted to see The D is certainly better than the D but some of
its competitors have got so good that it raises the bar that all other have to clear to get a Gold.
In the conclusion we try to make clear where these relative weaknesses are so that, if they're
not relevant to you, you can discount them. I agree with Richard, while D is a great camera in its
own class, other competitors have come up with quite excellent achievements on their devices.
Honestly, I have not seen much improvement since the almighty D in this department. I have the
, and have considered changing to the , but in careful review, it seems to be moot, unless I want
to retire the D90 backup. Strengthening this position is the comparison just published between
the and the D The appears to be heading to the legendary category, with the not far behind. I
can't agree with Richard for two reasons. If other competitors come with great achievements
other than those that characterize a good DSLR they simply should not be taken into
consideration for a DSLR Gold award. For instance: I buy a DSLR because I want to see thru a
competent optical viewfinder and everything is TTL, a stellar image quality, great lenses for
photography, not because it has a better auto-focus in video mode. For that reason I shall buy a
video camera which is far more competent has instant focus, 20x optically stabilized lens and
things like that and is cheaper. A mirrorless camera is not a competitor for a DSLR for Gold
award just because it has a touchscreen and video capabilities and other gimmicks like that, but
the viewfinder has parallax error, doesn't show depth of field, has a very limited choice of
lenses and the photos have obvious less quality. These are consumer ratings, not professional,
or even enthusiast ones. I am planning to upgrade from my D soon. I have been considering
either the D and or the D I love to shoot a variety of wildlife and personal photos and have
enlarged many of my now antiquated D photos. I am probably going to go with the D because I
am so accustomed to using and happy with my mm Nikon lens. From what I have read it has
given the feeling that I will be very pleased with the D and its capability compared to the D in
higher iso photos. Thanks for your advice and any recommended lenses to use with such. I too
have a D It's a work horse, but now my back up camera. I strongly suggest you get the D Your
existing DX lenses will work, but not as they're suppose to. Again, I strongly suggest the full
frame camera, especially for professional work. It has really stunning image quality. If you
mount sharp lens on it like new you could rely on all 24mp one by one. I think It deserved gold
award. I hope you're right, but if DPReview's copy is anything to go by, that would be a bad

choice of lens. I liked it a lot for its low-light capabilities although there were some noise using
the ISO setting. Later I took it to Japan for a 24 day tour and found the shutter release froze on a
few occasions probably due to the cold. Last week I got a fright of my life when the SD card with
a day's shooting of birds yielded no images although I reviewed them in the field. Test-shooting
2 shots immediately yielded the images. Dissatisfied I went back to the same spot and shot the
birds again. This time they were there in the same card used the day before. Wonder what went
wrong? I can't get the NFC to connect to my smartphone although I followed the youtube
demos. I am bringing it back to Nikon service centre next week but how can I prove what went
wrong? Dear Cheaw, I reckon your SD card is having problem. Also there is a way to reach me
for help. I assume this camera has Wireless CLS, right? I see the review only states "external
flash via hot shoe". Yes it have. I have Nikon R1C1 system for micro shooting. Using this on D,
D and D Best compatibility. I like the Nikon D a lot, but it's a bit pricey for me. Is there any good
option that costs about half the price? BUT it is my only experience. I'm impressed. Very nice to
see. It's more about the color profile and software you're using than the camera. The D has been
my first "brand new" body purchase since the D I'm really liking this camera especially the twin
card slots and the U1 and U2 menu options where I have one set to "actual manual" mode. In
other words when I flip to that dial auto-iso turns off. Don't know. A couple of years ago, Apple
produced products that people didn't know that they wanted, but when they hit the market, it
made sense to buy. I'm not an engineer, but I do know when I continue to see the same
'innovation' over and over again. There is nothing earth shattering about Nikon's offering, but
Sony and others seem to be redefining camera size, performance, and internal workings. If
Nikon isn't careful, they will be in the same discount bin as Blackberry found themselves.
Frankly I share the same disappointment as many other Nikon users and those waiting for an
upgrade for the D No 4k, no articulate screen, no BSI sensor, etc. It's strange that people are
praising the -3EV focus capabilities of the D, but forget to mention that Pentax already done
that, two years ago with K5II and K3 after. Quit tryin to revive Pentax digital If they don't come
out with some kind of breathtaking product line very soon, they're gonna be outta business in
short order. Nobody's buyin Pentax cause their lenses suck and their strobe units are extremely
limited in selection. Their market share is non-existent and their distribution comes from
another planet. Only corrupt people buy Canikon, the companies that steal innovations from
other camera manufacturers like Pentax and Olympus, congrats on being one of the stupid
sheep who does what they're told. Sony deserved to get hacked, just like these companies do.
At least Pentax weatherproofs most of their cameras. And both Olympus and Pentax have pixel
mapping built in. I've been using one, along with D, since May. Interestingly I find the exposure
much more consistent on the D than the D, and I like the lightness. I use a Tamron and for travel
and really don't miss the weight! Image results are very satisfactory. My D replaced a D, the size
of which and quality was always a bit of a positive shock. I find the video unconvincing. AF is
not user friendly or visually acceptable. If used manually, with care, results are excellent. But
should we have to resort to manual to get the most from it? As a still camera there's little more I
could wish for. Even WiFi is pretty slick. But to start, I did need tech support to get my head
around it. Overall the Silver rating is fair, if you weight Video as heavily as the reviews of
today's cameras do. As a still camera alone I would give it a Gold, despite the modest upgrade.
The base camera was already darned good by all accounts. Sure beats my older D! Thank you
for your analysis!. I am going to be replacing my d and am looking forward to the S I was
considering the D but I think I will go with the D and still be able to use my mm lens. Almost
without exception, they are ONLY better in the video category. Frankly, I personally do not give
a The only thing that I could wish for in addition to the current features is the 91K sensor and
maybe the higher ruggedness of the 7DMII. Otherwise, the D is the perfect crop sensor camera
for stills. At last someone who thinks the sae about Video as me, Ican't understand why they
cant give a percentage result for stills and video and then an over all score. Doesn't give a fair
and impartial review of each feature. I'm keeping my A solely for video. Love the colors, DR,
subtle noise, sharpness, fully customizable controls, and AF. Nikon's video and video features
are pretty bad in comparison. I'll be upgrading from D to D for photo IQ alone. Never really fell in
love with my D because of the banding issue. I think what annoys me is classic ergonomic
designs are being lost to help improve the controls for video features, If you make a one Device
does all like with a Mobile phone it will become a jack of all trades that masters none. This
applies to lenses and camera bodies but also memory cards, Software etc. This makes it all
cheaper for manufactures but the consumer is left with products that are sometimes inferior for
its specific task but also more exspensive than it might not need be. I have been considering
going back to Nikon because of this camera. I have been using the Canon 7D primarily for Real
Estate Photography since retiring from the Motion picture business some 5 years ago. I want to
give it a go because of the 3. My problem with the D is the lack of a PC sync terminal. I must

have an on camera flash on the camera for fill in addition to using my Cybersync transmitter
velcro-d to the flash and plugged into the PC sync on the camera to fire 6 to as many as 15
studio strobes sprinkled around a house. I have looked at hot shoe mounted PC terminal
adapters, but not one has the build quality and lock-on capabilities required for every day
professional use. Anyone out there have any ideas? One of the big things for me was the ability
to use all my old AI lenses and still have the benefit of metering. As my Nikon film cameras
lasted me over 30 years and still function today I can't see myself upgrading for quite a long
time, but it's good to see how quickly things move on nowadays. Now, where's my magnesium
flash? I think the the silver award is understandable but not fully deserved. I think it is more
based on the perceived missing features not the quality and refinement of the operation of the
camera. I have shot mine for two months and it is a paradigm shift from my D90 in so many
ways. Yes incremental revisions are getting pretty small compared to the heyday of 5 years ago.
The Canon 7DII is a very good allegory to the and its iteration was over 5 years not 2 for the D
Why oh why did Nikon cripple the top LCD display? Even the Nikon D70s I owned back in was
able to display more information than D, namely white balance, auto focus mode and image
size. I really got used to using the top LCD panel but I suppose I will have to switch to using the
back screen instead. It really is no loss since the icons were so small and its so much nicer
doing it on the big color LCD. I don't miss it on mine. Crippled as in it must have taken more
effort and cost for Nikon to replace the previous D top LCD with the version used in the D Since
much of the D body and internals are identical to the D, why go to the trouble and expense of
changing the existing product if not to "cripple" it. Why, well one reason would be to help
differentiate it make it less pro featured than a future release of the mythical D That, and the
recent release of the very expensive DX lens which makes little sense unless it was intended to
serve as a kit lens for a high end camera body , also suggests a D may actually be on the
horizon. You said, "Since much of the d body and internals are identical" -- define much. Much
can include some very important and expensive parts. It's not even close to think Nikon lost
money to make a less capable Design changes cost money. The only way you save more than
you spend is if the new part or process costs less than the effort to implement it. Hard to
imagine the new LCD screen cost less than the old one. And as to what's identical regarding
hardware, pretty much everything except the sensor and main circuit board. Neither of which
would require a structural change to the camera body. Actually on very close examination, they
do use a new pop-up flash frame for some reason But basically Nikon made a very conscious
decision to spend as little as possible by avoiding the high development cost of a new body and
recycling as much of the D as possible while incorporating enough improvements to call it a
new model. The contrarian in me says they've been using that time and money to develop a D
successor. I've got to agree with you. I traded up to a D with top display and have never looked
back. The 'crippled' top display of the is why I am still with the D Well if you don't need the
larger buffer or typically end up pushing exposures to aggravate low ISO banding, a D offers
almost all the image advantages of the D and can currently be purchased at fire sale prices. The
D does do noticeably better noise wise with jpg's straight out of the camera and also includes
basic wireless, but RAW photos are pretty much indistinguishable from that of a D I use Nikon
professionally and have recently upgraded my D to the D just to keep up to date, skipping the D
I use a D for studio work but now go to the D for wildlife shooting as it has a similar pixel
density and gives the desirable extra 'reach'. All opinions in these forums are subjective but, for
me, the upgrade was well worth it and the camera, using good Nikon lenses, gives me the
stunning image quality I've come to expect. There are some fantastically capable cameras out
there today and all have their merits but I am pleased to have added the D to the list of Nikons
I've owned, used and made money from since my first used Nikon 'F' in It's not trying to
convince you buy one. It's giving you objective, empirical information for YOU to decide on
whether you should buy one. Liking camera so far. Only have it a week so my opinion now may
have rose coloured glasses. Few things I'd like, to be able to completely turn off screen for all
actions. I'd like iso adjustment in full stops also. I'm sure I'll find more to whinge about.
Excellent review! I have to admit, the iso-invariant quality at iso is impressive! There is a bit of
color shift, but noise seems manageable and detail seems surprisingly good. With some good 2.
Do you want to shoot DX or FX? I'm a wildlife person so I'd rather have DX. If you do indoor
photography you probably want FX. I've had DX and now FX. Something I wasn't able to do on
my DX and gives me much more keepers than anything taken at slower speeds. Would I like the
extra reach Tested a D and work, and man, those AF points are really jammed into the center!
It'd feel like a prison coming from anything but an older film camera. I'm still adjusting to the D's
AF point layout, coming from a D I have been a long time follower of this wonderful site, since
the time of Nikon D1 days! First its reasonably small, light bidy for a "DSLR" at this "level" and
then you guys go out of the way and totally change the "level" and compare it against a

mirrorless? I don't really have a problem with it. It is small when compared to similar DSLR
products. Because they do the same sort of thing. The review is fine: "It's small compared to
other DSLR's, but large compared to mirrorless cameras which do much the same thing. Hi
guys! I just don't know how, and I saw a review that you can, but didn't show how.. I appreciate
a quick tutorial.. Great camera! Always love to use with it! The only question is, I wanna
purchase a tripod for my travelling, don't know which one to buy? Need some advice. There are
so many uses for them. One of the biggest things I love about my A and D If they can
weatherseal the D with it, there's no reason not to put it into anything besides the D5, which
absolutely needs to be rugged. I really disliked the old swivel style LCD, like on the D Always
felt cheap, and some were just scary to use. The folding type like on the A and D is much
sturdier, using a metal frame and hinges. You'd need to fall on the camera with the screen open
or purposely pull on it in order to damage it. Mine doesn't adjust clear and sharp like the D did.
But the pictures are perfect. Is that normal? Check this out, it might work for you. Ehm - this
review is something like a car review. Author likes VW Golf and so, every feature different is
bug. Not to mirrorless, not to VW Golf. Back in the day, mirrorless cameras were pretty much
just toys. Plasticy in construction, tunnel vision viewfinders, and AF slower than you could MF.
The least of which are weight and size reduction. Like it or not, consumers, amateur and pro,
will be looking at both DSLRs and mirrorless cameras when shopping for their next camera. For
me it is big minus. I do not say that DSLR is best. It is best for me - for the way i use it.
Efectivamente hay mas detalles en la d sin dudas, tambien mejor exposicion y color. Hoy no
tengo dudas la mejor DX del momento es la d , No compraria la d , a pesar del buffer. Saludos
Mario. You should know better than that. Fujifilm X-E2 is a better comparison for size. Still, look
at the actual numbers, D is only about 1. Then in your "Body and Design" page, you complain
that D is not thick enough for a comfortable hold. What do you think would happen if you were
to use the even thinner X-E2 camera. That would be torture on your fingers would it not?
Regardless, 1. Remember, lens size is about the same. Work with both systems, as I have, and
you'll immediately appreciate the difference in size and weight. I have a Nikon 1, so I do know
they can be pretty small. But the two systems are not to be compared. They are like Prius vs F
Both gets you there, but totally different purpose. So, using the same lenses, how much better
would out-of-camera jpegs be with D versus my D? I am a jpeg shooter and never been bowled
over by the jpeg quality I've been able to get out of the D Images will be a bit more "crisp" due
to the sensor 24 Mp vs 16 Mp , all things untouched elsewhere, with same lenses. Try in a store
an inexpensive 35 mm DX lens to see what "sharp" may be on jpgs I sometimes use D5xxx
cameras, feel like "nice gadgets" that doesn't fit my hand large ones for true ;- bye. My thinking
is that if your photography techniques haven't yet developed to where you see a benefit to the
added controls and features of the , then upgrading won't benefit you very much. And that's ok;
for most of us, photography is a hobby and leisure activity, not a competitive sport. It's very
simple; you can't make a mistake editing RAW images because no matter how many ways you
edit the image and save it, you can always revert back to its original appearance without losing
any quality. Your equipment is capable of sharp, rich, professional-quality photographs. Before
upgrading, post some of your photos in the forums here for comments. You will get some great
advice. If you aren't shooting wildlife or sports, a Nikon D would probably be a better fit for you
than the D Before you upgrade though. Use a good lens, preferably a prime like the 35 1. Use a
high shutter speed, or hold your camera on a fence, etc. Download a trial copy of Adobe
Lightroom 6. Not Adobe Lightroom CC. You can use the "Auto Tone" function to get pleasing
results. You can play with Sharpening settings, and you can also change the Profiles at the
bottom the same as you can in camera Vivid, Landscape, Portrait, etc. I own D for 2 years and
bought D recently. Why I decide to upgrade? Mostly because of the focusing system. D owns 11
point AF system and if you want to focus somewhere else not at a certain focus point you have
to move the camera which drives me crazy. D focuses faster and with 51 AF points there is not
"moving problem" for me. After I user D for a while so far I think the pics are darker vs D in the
same conditions , with an idea more sharp and with better DOF. This is my opinion so far.
However, I've seen no posting regarding going from Ds to D, though the latter ""might be
considered"" to have same or better specifications. Am I missing a chapter? Or Ds owners
prefer either wait a little bit more or jump into FX? I don't know if this is still pertinent to you
being 2 months after you posted but I upgraded from Ds to D It has been a great upgrade for
me. The better focus in low light, much better high ISO performance, and added resolution
would be enough reason for me to upgrade alone. All 3 of those are huge for me. There are
other features the D that are also nice to have and are just icing on the cake. This is a great
upgrade from a Ds. The D holdouts are starting to trickle in. If the D is released before the fabled
D, then all but the very cantankerous-est will 'cross-grade', I imagine. Just don't try and accuse
them of 'up'-grading to a lowly prosumer body!! The sad thing is that the D and D style bodies

are just different enough in operation to be difficult to use together. I find it gets confusing. So
what do you do? Hold out with D style until maybe a D, go full frame, or go to the D style
entirely? I'm in the twilight zone using both Ds and D, and I think I have to ditch the D bodies
even though they're still fine cameras, to standardise on the newer design. Thanks dpReview
for raising the issue of focus accuracy with SLR lenses. We love our reflex viewfinders, but
increasing resolution is starting to reach the limits of this design. Zoom lenses often need
different focus calibrations for different distances and focal lengths and even f-stops
sometimes , making the adjustments complex and too much for even the capable operator to do
by AF fine tuning. So in practice, a new owner of a lens would fit it to the camera, go into live
view, and initiate a one-off software routine that mapped focus at representative distances and
f-stops while the owner zoomed the lens for manual zooms. This focus map could be stored in
the way that the simple AF fine tune settings are presently stored, and applied automatically
whenever that lens was fitted. Seems very simple, in principle, and definitely sounds useful, but
I imagine it's not easy due to lack of reference points. I think you'd need the owner to perfectly
manually focus though the viewfinder, and then switch to liveview to compare and calculate the
difference.. Great idea, nikon could provide a focusing target with full instructions in the box to
use. Better yet nikon should launch a body to match the Sony 7r2 which can take all nikon
lenses. I would be their first customer. I thought that's what lens data firmware updates are for
Maybe I'm missing something here Please feel free to educate me. Perfectly focus in Liveview,
then switch to the viewfinder, and note the change to focus. Repeat several times for each focal
length and each aperture. Nikon's new AF-P mm F4. Since it's summer in Seattle, we've taken it
to the Pacific Ocean and back to see just how well it performs. The Nikon D brings a lot of D to
the company's enthusiast model. Shockingly, though, only some of the camera's features are
upgrades over the existing D, while others have been pared-back. Read more. Nikon has
released firmware version 1. Learn more. At the end of last year we asked you to vote for the
best cameras and lenses of It was no easy feat, as brought huge advancements in stills and
video technology, but with thousands of votes tallied it's time to declare a winner. See how the
votes stacked up. Late last year we asked you to vote on the outstanding products of With
thousands of votes cast, and plenty of 'discussion' in the comments, we're ready to announce
the winners! But the fun isn't over yet - now is your chance to vote on the winners and
runners-up from each of the four categories, to determine the readers' choice award for best
overall product of - click through to vote. Being cooped up inside doesn't mean you have to
take a break from photography. If you've got negatives from way back when, what's the best
software around to scan them? Check out our in-depth comparison to find out. The Sony Alpha
1 is Sony's flagship mirrorless camera for, well, just about anything. With a 50MP sensor, it
gives you tons of resolution, but it also lets you fire off burst images at 30 fps for fast action
sports. Add in 8K video capture and you have a really impressive package. The Tamron F2. So
how does it perform? Read our review to find out. Sony's FE 35mm F1. It's well-built and is
pretty compact, but it's still not quite perfect. Find out all the details in our field review. We take
a look beyond the specs to see what it offers to filmmakers. Although a lot of people only
upload images to Instagram from their smartphones, the app is much more than just a mobile
photography platform. In this guide we've chosen a selection of cameras that make it easy to
shoot compelling lifestyle images, ideal for sharing on social media. If you're looking for a
high-quality camera, you don't need to spend a ton of cash, nor do you need to buy the latest
and greatest new product on the market. In our latest buying guide we've selected some
cameras that might be a bit older but still offer a lot of bang for the buck. Whether you make a
living out of taking professional portraits, or are the weekend warrior who knows their way
around flashes and reflectors, you'll want a camera with high resolution, exceptional autofocus
and a good selection of portrait prime lenses. Click through to see our picks. What's the best
camera for shooting landscapes? High resolution, weather-sealed bodies and wide dynamic
range are all important. In this buying guide we've rounded-up several great cameras for
shooting landscapes, and recommended the best. After landing on Mars on February 18,
Perseverance has been busy. Rode has released a new Wireless Go II kit, which comes with
three units: a dual channel receiver and two transmitters. The updated kit features improved
connectivity, onboard audio recording storage and more. Sony has formally announced the
much-leaked FX3 full-frame video camera. Following the launch of Sony's new Alpha 1
full-frame mirrorless interchangeable lens camera, we sat down virtually with Masaaki Oshima,
Deputy Senior Manager of Sony's Camera division. Click through to read our in-depth interview.
Huawei's Mate X2 is the Chinese company's latest foldable phone. It incorporates a
Leica-branded four camera array, complete with a macro and telephoto camera. Laowa has
expended the mirrorless camera mount options for two of its most popular manual primes: the
Laowa 11mm F4. Professional wildlife photographer and Olympus Visionary Scott Bourne is

one of the best-known names in bird photography. In this interview, he explains his
background, and what he thinks of the new M. Zuiko mm F4. As we press on with our full
review, we've had a chance to shoot more with the Sony a1 and also process some of our Raw
images to get an idea of just how much dynamic range it's capable of. Hasselblad has launched
a new video series, 'Hasselblad's Home,' offering a behind-the-scenes look at Hasselblad's
headquarters and its products. The first episode focuses on the design philosophy of the X
System. Click through to see how they got on. The Perseverance rover has successfully landed
on Mars. The rover is in Jezero Crater, where it will spend its life exploring and analyzing the
surface of Mars. The rover quickly sent back its first images. A new version of Avalanche helps
convert image catalogs from Aperture and Lightroom so they can be used with Luminar AI. The
Lumix S mm F4. We've been using one for a few days - click through to learn more. But which
does he prefer? Click through to find out. Pixel users have been reporting over the past year
that their Pixel devices' cameras are failing at an unusually high rate. It features six aspherical
elements, a newly designed manual focus ring and weather-sealing. Chris made it out of
quarantine in time to review the new Panasonic mm F4. Right about the time we got our hands
on the new Panasonic S mm F4. Panasonic has announced the Lumix S mm F4. It offers 5.
Nikon doesn't specify what kind of products we might see this sensor inside, but due to its
square format, it's more likely destined for industrial applications than consumer cameras.
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Comments All Lost Aussie Video quality is not bad but don't try to zoom with it, it simply won't
follow focus so you end up with a crappy out of focus video clip. Kultivator Can you shoot video
through the viewfinder instead of on the monitor? Labe no , video only works in liveview. You
need a camera with an evf for viewfinder video use. Kultivator Thanks for your response labe.
Vermeero "This also tells us a lot about the sensor. Richard Butler We're still not in a position to
be certain, either way. The question is: does it matter? Selva I am not sure about the file name.
Imagingfix If you need high print quality at iso you might want to consider Full Frame sensor.
DanBahrami I bought it last week and in one or two days I'll get it. Just my opinion. Arnav How
is the low light performance? Cliff Whittaker Does the D have a histogram for reviewing
exposure? Richard Butler Try this link instead. It tries to make clear that: They are not awarded
to every camera, just those we feel deserve one. Richard Butler "However, if you're interested in
shooting video, or stills in live view, the D's feature set and usability let it down. Yxa I have
different cameras for shooting stills and video. Richard Butler In which case I hope the review
gave you enough information to make an informed decision. Ashley Groome Do what I did and
download the Adobe nef converter. Ashley groome. Richard Butler The D is certainly better than
the D but some of its competitors have got so good that it raises the bar that all other have to
clear to get a Gold. Mia Photography I agree with Richard, while D is a great camera in its own
class, other competitors have come up with quite excellent achievements on their devices.
Lawrence H I have the , and have considered changing to the , but in careful review, it seems to
be moot, unless I want to retire the D90 backup. Hemantkarkhanis Yes it have. Isoruku I'm
impressed. Jonsi Let's hope. The colors of the CCD have surely been missed.
BlueBomberTurbo It's more about the color profile and software you're using than the camera.
DesmondD The D has been my first "brand new" body purchase since the D Wake me up when
Nikon decides to get innovative Temporel no one cares about Pentax, wake up. Ngungerdin61
John what is the D like for sports shot fast moving shots on auto. Mattf4 At last someone who
thinks the sae about Video as me, Ican't understand why they cant give a percentage result for
stills and video and then an over all score. BlueBomberTurbo I'm keeping my A solely for video.
Mattf4 I think what annoys me is classic ergonomic designs are being lost to help improve the
controls for video features, If you make a one Device does all like with a Mobile phone it will
become a jack of all trades that masters none. Paul Petersen I think the the silver award is
understandable but not fully deserved. Paul Petersen It really is no loss since the icons were so
small and its so much nicer doing it on the big color LCD. Honda crippled my Accord because it
doesn't have heated seats. TranquilityBase Crippled as in it must have taken more effort and
cost for Nikon to replace the previous D top LCD with the version used in the D TranquilityBase
Design changes cost money. Actually on very close examination, they do use a new pop-up
flash frame for some reason :- But basically Nikon made a very conscious decision to spend as
little as possible by avoiding the high development cost of a new body and recycling as much of
the D as possible while incorporating enough improvements to call it a new model. Paul
Wardley I've got to agree with you. TranquilityBase Well if you don't need the larger buffer or
typically end up pushing exposures to aggravate low ISO banding, a D offers almost all the
image advantages of the D and can currently be purchased at fire sale prices. Wubslin Still

doesn't explain why I should buy one though. SteveFranklin It's not trying to convince you buy
one. Wubslin If you honestly believe that then I have a bridge to sell you. Western Union only
please. DesmondD It's not an advert - as Steve Franklin mentions it's a review. Entropius
Depends. One of these have to go, either the Pros or the Cons :. Banj72 Hi guys! Meemz does
anyone else use the viewfinder to take pics. EnfieldLady Check this out, it might work for you.
User Ehm - this review is something like a car review. BlueBomberTurbo Back in the day,
mirrorless cameras were pretty much just toys. User "The least of which are weight and size
reduction. Sucama tengo una d y he probado durante unas semanas la d JakeB Work with both
systems, as I have, and you'll immediately appreciate the difference in size and weight. Marc
Trotter So, using the same lenses, how much better would out-of-camera jpegs be with D versus
my D? MarshallG My thinking is that if your photography techniques haven't yet developed to
where you see a benefit to the added controls and features of the , then upgrading won't benefit
you very much. Import the RAW files, and play with the "Develop" settings. NCoding I own D for
2 years and bought D recently. DukeCC The D holdouts are starting to trickle in. EcoPix The sad
thing is that the D and D style bodies are just different enough in operation to be difficult to use
together. EcoPix So in practice, a new owner of a lens would fit it to the camera, go into live
view, and initiate a one-off software routine that mapped focus at representative distances and
f-stops while the owner zoomed the lens for manual zooms. Charlie boots Great idea, nikon
could provide a focusing target with full instructions in the box to use. Canon2Nikon I thought
that's what lens data firmware updates are for DukeCC Those are just for distortion control, no?
Deliverator fz I'm thinking it would work exactly opposite. You may also like. Review: Nikon D,
speed and capability. Fujifilm X-H1 Review. More about gear in this article. Latest sample
galleries. Panasonic S mm F4. Fujifilm GF mm F4 sample gallery. Latest in-depth reviews. Latest
buying guides. Best cameras for Instagram in The best camera bargains of Best cameras for
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Jerilynn Prior , who shares her advice for managing symptoms after stopping Depo. An internet
search on Depo withdrawal turns up multiple online postings, suggesting that some women are
concerned about or report experiencing a number of symptoms, including nausea, breast
tenderness and fatigue. Most of [the symptoms] have nothing to do with Depo-Provera. There
may be a lot of other things going and to blame that on Depo-Provera is just not fair. While
existing labeling for the drug does not address potential withdrawal symptoms, it does include
in addition to other side effects a boxed warning on potential adverse effects on bone mineral
density:. Women who use Depo-Provera Contraceptive Injection may lose significant bone
mineral density. Bone loss is greater with increasing duration of use and may not be completely
reversible. It is unknown if use of Depo-Provera Contraceptive Injection during adolescence or
early adulthood, a critical period of bone accretion, will reduce peak bone mass and increase
the risk for osteoporotic fracture in later life. Depo-Provera Contraceptive Injection should be
used as a long-term birth control method e. Have you taken Depo and then stopped? If you
have, please let us know your experience in the comments. Your email address will not be
published. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed.
I got it very bad the 1st time and the only time i would ever do it again! I was bleeding for 3
month, lost all sex drive was moody! On a bright side my friend used it, and she is fine! Lol and
I thought it was just me that depo shout drove me crazy with that bleeding than it took me 2
years to get pregnant. When I took my first shot I was bleeding and really moody like that too.
But then I took my second shot and was just fine. You bled so much because it was your uterus
wall shedding. I do not recommend anyone to take depo. I have been in the hospital for my
issues after ending it in oct of Severe bloating, i looked like i was 8 months pregnant. My boobs
doubled in size and were leaking milk. Very sensitive. Then i finally got my period a couple days
ago jan. Ish and have had horrible bleeding and pain. Every hr changing my pad. I will never
ever take that shot again. While on the shot I was very moody and never wanted to have sex. I
actually would be very annoyed with my boyfriend for wanting to all the time, and when we did I
would just want it to be over poor guy lol. And about 3 days ago I started bleeding. I just hope
this is all normal and that I can be back to my old self soon! I experienced he same thing. I only
had the shot 3 times my last shot was about 8 months by my period was still abnormal and last
month I came on twice and none this month so far. I took depo shot in February and ever since
from that day I had the worst day of my life. My last shot was on Nov. About the Nexplanon I had
it before the depo shot and I was normal did not gain weight nor mood changes but
unfortunately my periods were extremely long they could last a week or 2 and with a heavy
bleeding. While you were one depot did u loose all sex drive??? Throughout the three first
months I was nauseous and irritable. I got on the depo needle back in January. Thought it was
great because I never had periods and felt good on it besides some mood swings and low sex
drive. My sex drive slightly disappeared, I was constantly tired on the shot could sleep for hours
, hungry all the Fucking time. And I guess since my next shot day is approaching soon I keep
getting these bad ass headaches, cramping, extremely moodiness and when I was at work I got
so dizzy that I thought I was gonna pass out. I will never take this again , I will never recommend
it. Who ever invented this needs to go to jail , period. The very same for me.. Alot more than this
but I need answers aswell. I started using the depo about a year ago. I look 6 months pregnant
all of a sudden. What can I do to get pregnant I have pcos an I had two shot of depo I stop
getting it because I was feeling sick? I never had a period while on it and still waiting to have
one. If anyone has any natural suggestions to boost my endorphins or serotonin what ever that
happy hormone is please let me know. Am feeling sleepy all the time My breast and nipples are
very sore My stomach is painful most times Feeling dizzy everyday Always want to vommit
every day Feeling like am pregnant. Too much bleeding after you stop. You look pregnant after

moody. I enjoyed not having a flow but aftermath is ridiculous. So I was on the depo shot for
roughly ten years and my last shot was Nov I see my doctor next week to talk about it hopefully
she will have some help for me. I have been on the depo for about 2 and half years and I
recently decided to go off it. My last two shots were late and each time my breasts would swell
up and hurt. I sleep a lot and still wake up tired. Most days I have little to no energy. I hope
maybe this helps some one. Did you have any discharge because I have a lot of discharge if so
when did it stop. Out of curiosity. What did your doctor tell you about the non stop bleeding? I
got off the shot a couple of months ago and am also experiencing non stop bleeding. Do you
have an update Steph? Hi I am dealing with the same problem as you Steph and I would like to
know what the doctor told you? Relieved to hear that my symptoms are normal I guess. But
they still suck. So frustrating!!! I never had any issues or symptoms while on the shot, I loved it.
Any advice? I just want it to be over with.. I have how it makes me feel and look.. If you are able
to see this reply id really like to talk to you. I was on depo for 12 years. But I stayed on depo for
so long because it helped my migraines. I just wanna know how things turned out for you. Hope
the bleeding is sorted for you soon. Ive had no sex drive in those four years! And gained weight.
How long did your period last? I was on depo from October April or may I got my last shot. Then
my period went away in June or July of for a few months.. Just wondering if u had found some
answers when u went to the dr? I had only one Depo shot, five months ago. Immediately I lost
all interest in sex: no drive, no natural lubrication, no thanks. Little bit of cramping, little bit of
bloating, little bit of bleeding, every single day until mid-March three months of this, just enough
to ruin my underwear if I tried to ignore it. Yesterday I had serious cramps and started bleeding
and thought it was the return of my normal periods, but the bleeding turned out to be almost
nothing. For about a week now: super tender, swollen breasts. Also â€” back In December, I had
serious, uncharacteristic bouts of intense sadness and sobbingâ€¦could have been related to
the shot or it could have been something else. Whatever that was, it lasted only a few weeks. ITs
pretty light but frightening. Anyone else? I really do need advice if you have any! Thank you. I
have been off the depo shot for about a year now and I got my regular periods back. I just want
to know if it causes a miscarriageâ€¦.. Hi guys, I went through the same stuff u all are facing if u
have taken depo shotsâ€¦. I drop sick with high fever, flu and high blood pressure so my nurse
recommend me to stop taking the shots, so I did. And I wanted to start a family too, so why not.
I stop taking the shot since in late December A new year was coming; as the months goes by
my was body wasâ€¦.. I have light spotting like 4 months straight. Was so upset with what my
body was going through really wanted to start a family. After a year and 2 months I finally got
my period which lasted a month and a day. Was happy when I see I got my period. My body is
still recovering n trying to conceive. Will never go on depo shots again. I received Depo shots
every 3 months for 26 years, I never had any issues. I decided to quit to see where my body was
with menopause. I had my last shot in January, so far no withdrawal symptoms. Btw, I got
pregnant twice while on the pill so depo was very effective for me. Istarted depo in august. I
missed ma periods Up to mayâ€¦.. After leaving dep nw I had un protected sex after leaving
depo and am confirming dis signs back pain en chest pain idont knw weather am pregnant. I
have been using depo for 3 years roughly,ever since i had no appetite and lost weights now i
just stopped taking it it been almost 5 months but no period all im noticing is my boobs size and
tenderness. Taut I was alone in this. To think I took this injection once and it was my first time.
Pls if u get a clue on what to do to make my flow start again Pls share. Iv been on the depo for 5
yers aswell and have been off it for 10 months April 25 I hade one 3 week period jan. Sumone
help!? I been off of it for almost a month now. I take pregnancy test, went to the doctor. Final
result not pregnant, but still no period. Very conerned why? Did your doctor say anything? I am
having the same issues as Kim. My last injection was jsn I was on depo shot from November
may And I completely lost my sex drive, gained a lot of weight and had terrible mood swings. I
decided to stay on it the length of time I did because as long as my periods were gone my
migraines were gone.. I got my period last week it last two days and stopped. I am constantly
nauseous. Non stop migraines. And I feel so tired all the time. How is depo even approved by
the drug administration? I first had the shot back in in my early 20s and my periods initially after
having the shot were horrendous I think I had my period for 6 months straight! After that they
stopped completely which was great as I hate them. I then came out of my relationship after
about 1. I got back into a relationship after 4 years and restarted the depo again I had a long
spell of constant periods before they stopped completely again but I felt that my anxiety got
worse so I decided to stop again and had my last shot back In December since stopping my
period came back within a month but I have extreme breast tenderness and heavy periods also
feel like I have no energy and constantly hungry and never feeling full up! I would not go on this
again and currently not on anything as my partner is working away. At the time i had unprected
sex two day before my shot. And i remembered being told to wait 15 day until i could have sex. I

thought i was pregnant for the longest time. In total i been on it for a year and 8 month. I really
didnt want to continue after my fisrt shot the 3 month was good enough but wasnt a option for
my mom. Can you elaborate on the withdrawal symptomns Curious to know as I may be
experiencing systems. Has anyone else experienced this? I have been on the depo for about 2
years. In the past 3 weeks of coming off of the depo I have had terrible cramps, with no
bleeding. Nausea is at an all time high. I swear I could sleep 12hrs and wake up and go right
back to sleepâ€¦ I am moody, and irritable. I can go from high to low in 2. I suppose to take it
this June, But i decided not to take it no more. Is this normal for stop using it? I have been off
the injection for 2 months now after using depo for the past 2 years. Its just like being pregnant.
I never thought birth control would cause withdrawal symptoms after stopping use. Hey ruby I
am having the same problem too my breast is so sore on swollen I have being on the depo for
ten years this shit is not good when stop it all I know it messes you up but the greatest thing I
stop it December on my period come backs February on am 43 this year. I have been on depo
for 8 years and have stopped, I bled for a few days after I stopped 2 weeks later sore breast,
nauseous for about a week in the mornings, now xtra discharged, loss of sex drive, tiredness,
emotional. Hopefully this all stops soon been 4 weeks now still no period. I just thought once I
stopped the shot the symptoms will go away. Hi I had my last shot July 24th , I have not had a
period since I started the shots in , I am now having symptoms of nausea, sore breasts and
peeing alot! I thought I was pregnant, took a test and came back negative. Or are these
symptoms of my body adjusting to not having the depo. I was on depo for two years. My last
shot was in December and withdrawal symptoms are horrendous. Ive had my period 3 times this
month, super heavy and super painful. Migraines and breast tenderness. And I am sooo tired all
the time. Wish I would have never taken it! Has anyone come off depo and gone onto pill? I was
on the shot for nearly two years and stopped because I gained 35 pounds, lost sex drive, and
was getting random cramping. Who ever approved depo, am not happy with this contraceptives,
depo is totally a very dengerous drug. I was using depo for 3month started in October last year
ended in 06 January Am experiencing leg cramps, nausea, bloating, breast tender lower back
pain and abdomen pain. Depression, feeling so lonely, migraines. I even came to a point were
am diagnosed with gastric. Depo is hell, am not gonna take depo ever again. Over my dead
body. I experienced worse. Am so tired of this whole situation. I got 1 shot back in November
and it regulated my periods now I am not getting any after being off for almost 3 months. Yoe
your post is recent. My email is bambitrblnch yahoo. If I pump my breast I see clear liquid,, 3
test came nagative, 1 was positive, could I be pregnant?? I was on Depo shot for 10 years with
no issues. However ever since I stopped, about a year ago, I am so bloated, tired and recently
have cramps all the time. My periods came back almost immediately but cramping gets worse
with each one. My doctor has no answers for me. So frustrating. Was on depo for 2half years no
bleeding when was on it and decided to try for a baby im on 7months from last injection had
brown spotting for 3 days thats it but put weight on sore boobs and tired all time. I just got off
the depo shot and switched to the birth control patch. I was on it for 4 years! It was like do I
wanna feel depressed or pregnant? Has anyone else had this problem after stopping depo?
Just following up to see how you are doing. I am getting off the depo after 20 years yikes and
am worried. I have been on depo for 9 monthes and been off it for 2 monthes. I got my period 2
weeks after and had it for 8 weeks heavy to light, light to heavy. My skin breaks out in
whiteheads and have no sex drive, also was gassed up well bloated. I hopeâ€¦this syptoms.. I
started using depo this year Soo I have loss weight Soo I did it only three month.. The only good
withdrawal symptom about it. Stomach cramps. You get your old self back [another good thing].
Skin rash Depression Sleepiness Gain weight Inaccurate period or non at all sheading of you
uterus wall. It has kept me from having a baby after I had my son 4 years ago, but the downside
is that it made me feel sick for a whole 10 or more months when I stopped using it. Please be
sure to find out the side effects before you choose to be on the depo 3 month injectable
contraceptive. It also interfered alot with my sex life. Vagina is always dry, always tired and
never in the mood for sex. Planning on getting off the shot next month that is due been on it for
6 years wondering what to expect after I stop it. My body feels how it felt when I first got the
shot. Nauseous, dizzy,gassy, no appetite, these are all side effects I had when I first got the
shot. Finally decided to call it quits. Went through a deep depression for years and could never
figure out why, but looking back now now I know it is the shot. Since I stopped I have lost about
10 pounds, have experienced severe bloating and nausea and headaches. Side effects have
continued without a period. I was on it for 10 years. Finally decided to stop 4 months ago. I was
having chest pains, cramping, headaches and anxiety attacks. This is the worse contraceptive
and should be band. I makes me wonder why we are not told the truth. I have put all my trust
and faith in God and claiming his continued healing. I wish you ladies all the best as well. I am
glad I have sat here reading all these responses. I had myself dying with cancer in my head lol. I

had been on depo for over 20 years and came off of it January I had two very heavy periods, one
lighter one, all at the exact time of the month. Now this month I am bloated and have nausea but
no period. Did t even realize there would be side effects. I started taking depo shot February of ,
my period stop would bleed a little when my shot is almost due I started feeling tired all the time
having shortness of breath low sex drive so I discontinued the shot few months later.. I am
experiencing same symptoms,my skin is very clean but since I was on the injection I experience
some pumpils and lighter completion,instead of my periods I experience some brown
discharge,I took a lot of pregnancy test and even went to a doc but results came back negative..
Noticed breast swelling and sensitivity, as well as nausea a couple of times. I started depo years
ago. I would highly recommend Depo-provera for women who suffer from Endometriosis. I
stopped the injection one month ago Post surgery. My libido had increased, whole body
inflammation is down, sleep is getting better, although I fight with daily fatigue. After 15 years
from my first surgery for Endometriosis the depot-provera did a miracle job and slowed the
implant growths immensely. I went from an entire pelvis covered in implants to only a couple
behind my uterus this time. Although there are effects of the shot, its totally worth it if it
controls the pain, bleeding, and growth of Endometriosis. I starting taking the DEPO shot
around the age of It was truly a miracle in treating my endometriosis. I was covered in uterine
cysts which made my periods unbearably painful and heavy. Internal sonograms showed a
huge decline in the amount and size of the cysts after being on the shot for 2 years. Now after
being on it for 6 years I am going to come off of it because I believe I am experiencing some
adverse effects. I have been getting back to back yeast infections and believe the hormone
fluctuations are the culprit. I will say this shot made my life livable with endometriosis and
would recommend it to any female with this condition. It may not be the best option for just a
general contraceptive though. I agree Soraya, I also had a lot of success with the shot treating
my endometriosis. Hi ,i stopped taking depo in October, got my period las month and now i am
almost a week late is it normal to miss a period after getting off the shot. Nervous i might be
pregnant as i did have unprotected sex. I put my daughter on it when she was 16yrs old. Am
saying No to Depo. Bleeding as if you committed a crime.. Juts gonna use condom. Thinking
back to when I stopped having the injections, I did feel a little jittery, but I cannot remember any
other withdrawal-like symptoms. I would love to know who said you are not supposed to be on
he Depo shot more than 2 yrs. I am not willing to take that chance. I was told all along only 2
yrs. However, I was for 13 yrs. Now off a few months, I am emotional and hungry for meat. One
friend is about to put me down. Lol No period. Ulcer flare up So tired. I also have been on Depo
for 17 years. I have never had a doctor tell me I should not be getting the injections. Well I am
feeling horrible, nausea, weight gain rapid and sensitive breasts,tired, the list goes on.. He will
not change his mind. To me it is a little late to discover I have been on the medication for longer
than 2 years. Small town doctors with small minds. Any bone damage has already been done. I
was on the shot for 7 years. They just recently came out with you could not be on the shot for
longer than 2 years. I took the shot from I am now 34 and still no children. Things have not
really been normal since. When I first went off of it I got extremely moody, breast hurt like no
other. After being off the shot now for years and not really knowing the side effects of this drug
cause when I started taking it we were the test subjects. They had no idea what it would do.
Since more years have past I have been diagnosed with depression bipolar , anxiety, joint pain,
osteoarthritis, degenerative disks in neck and back, fibromyalgia, migraine headaches, facial
hair growth, my hips will not stay in place and acne as an adult that is far worse than when I was
a teenager. There is nothing out there on long term side effects of this drug cause they have no
idea what it will do to you. I had no side effects while on the drug and loved it as it was great
birth control. However the long term effects of taking that drug has been brutal as I still deal
with them every day. I have been on the injection for 21 years and no one has ever said anything
negative about the time I have been on it. I recently stopped and the side effects are horrible. I
would get checked out for that especially if you started in your teen years when there is a
critical period to build up bone density. Our GYNOs. We forgot to keep up with it. And ive been
through hell from it. I bled for 8 months when I tried to wean from it. Turned around and got
right back on it. Periods stopped again. Had damn near bipolar anger issues over little stuff.
Just angry all the time. Sore boobs and lactating etc. They should have. I know this is VERY
oldâ€¦. BUT i do have to get my shot 3 weeks early everytime I am due because I feel anxious,
dizzy, nauseous, and uncomfortable. But once I get my shot I am all good. So now I worry about
coming off of it. I want to go back to the copper iud. I hate hormonal birth control. I just got a
shot a month ago and scared to death to come off of it. I am now 40 and have been on Depo
basically when it first was introduced. Took breaks here and there, but it has always worked for
me. I was contemplating coming off of it since turning 40â€”but your comment keeps me going.
So they suggested Nexplanon instead. Now I get stomach pains with my periods which are back

to a normal cycle now. Figured payback for all the years of no periods haha. Anyone else who is
a year later or more after becoming depo free? There just needs to be more research articles
and information about getting off depo so the rest of us can relax a little. Pls feel free to reply to
my comment. Thanks everyone!! I also have been on Depo on and off for around 20yrs now.
Started around age 20 and am now nearly Never have had a doc tell me to stop yet. I get a bone
scan every 2 yrs. I was on Depo for 1 year, it too just me 6 months to get my period back.. I am
wondering if anyone else is experiencing this? I have been taking ovulation tests and I am not
ovulating! When will that return? Trying to get pregnantâ€¦. Having hard time sleep. Eventually
got cold sweat from hot flesh when sleeping. Made it harder to sleep at night. Is is my frist night
not able to sleep. I also get very mood and nausea. I only got 2 shotsâ€¦ I got on it after having
my kid and when I first got my shot it blew me up.. I had gained so much weight I was extra
hungry and I bleed for 3 weeks straight but it was light , it was painful to have sexual
intercourseâ€¦ I get headaches that no pain killer could make it go away. I have cramps and
nauseous but my sex drive came back I spotted once. I stopped m depot 2months but I still
have no period!! I still weight gain and head aches, bloating moo swings and I like eating and
eating always. Is it all symptoms of wearing off depo. I have nausea and cramps that have sent
me to the E. R twice now. They did a CT scan, xrays, blood tests and a urine sample. I came out
fine and overall healthy. Yet the pain in my stomach is consistent. They gave me tramadol to
help sleep. I started depo at 15 and stopped October It was great while it lasted but side effects
after are no were close to worth it. Hopefully this helps. Last night was the first night I was
woken up in so much pain, I was on the verge of tears. Thought maybe it was ovarian cysts that
I had once before. Just curious what the doc said when the pain would end? I am in so much
pain with cramping and It hurts to move. What should I do?? Hello, I have been dealing almost
the same issue u having, going on two months now, i stopped the shot in april and i have right
side pain and was told it was gastritis! My family dr. Was concerned about my gallbladder, i
have been to er and uurgent care many times, and they keep saying every is fine. I have had my
cycle every month so hopefully it will be out of my system soon! I have takin my daughter age
20 to the emergency room twice in the last year and a half for severe stomach cramps, they
urine tested, cat scanned, X-rayed, ultra sounded, etc. With the same results both times. They
could find nothing wrong. I had side affects â€” no periods, depression, wierd colored
discharge, weight gain, weight loss, jittery when it got close to next shot, etc But I always got
told the same thing when questioning my obgynâ€¦.. Anything could be normal with the Depo
shot. I had been on it the longest that my doctors knew of. She is now thinking of stopping the
shot â€¦.. I was the same way. They gave me the same shot for the pain. It helped for some days.
I should have never did that. Loss of appetite, was gaining but not really now, dizzy, and etc.
Not for me. No one should suffers from this. My nipples were very very sensitive for a long time
after I stopped and I was on it for 6 years. Been off for two months and still no period. Hi ive
been on Depo for 4years. Recently decided to get off it and i usually bled when late on my shot
but before i stopped i was bleeding before my next shot, and it stopped the day I was suppose
to get my shot. I got my last shot December and I started bleeding in the middle of January. My
mood got out of whack today and was wondering how other woman were dealing with this. I feel
like crap. I had depot for 7 years I stopped 8 months ago my breasts and nipples feel very
bruised still. I was on Depo for 2 years. I got my period back on February 14th and its been 5
months now and im still on my period, im tired all the time, all i want to do is lay around and
sleep, ive gained 10 lbs. Am on 4 days now getting off to depo, I had it for 4 years and no
bleeding at all. But now looking forward to get back normal my body as I gained weight as well. I
feel the side effects from withdrawal from it was I was very nauseous all the time, anxiety,
irritability, depression, loss of appetite, sore breasts, insomnia, lack of sex drive, and
moodswings this whole year. Just generally feeling horrible. I started getting my period again
the past 4 months. Now they stopped. Negative for pregnancy. I decided to get off of it from
being on it for 13 years. Finally feeling better. Just overall happier. I finally feel comfortable,
hungry, and not as moody. Sex drive is way better. I felt okay being on the shot but these
symptoms were when I was getting off it. Not worth it. Came off august , my period came almost
immedialty and had one each month. After the 1st shot, i experienced severe headaches for a
few days, then skin on my hands and feet molted really bad. Also lost my sex drive. Also some
really bad cramps. All that is manageable. Whay scares me now is the fatigue and listlessness i
am feeling for 3 wks now. I am 37, and never known what depression is. I pray thats not what
this is. I only ever had one shot of depo,I was due my 2nd on the 3rd of June I decided to get the
depo shot, so I had it done on the 5th June , 5 days later I went on holiday for 3 weeks, in which
time my period was due. That lasted a week or so, then I bled for a day or two. I never got my
second shot of depo because I was worried what this was doing to me. My god my breast hurt
so much I was on the shot for 11 years it was perfect. I stopped the Depo injection 9 weeks ago

after 3 years and have been suffering from nausea for about a week now. I was also on the
injection for 8 years previously and stopped to have a baby. I conceived almost immediately,
but suffered from terrible morning sickness. I am beginning to wonder if that sickness was a
result of stopping the injection as opposed to being pregnant. I was on the shot for 2 years. I
missed my shot March 23, still no period. Lower back pains cramping in stomach. High fevers
and frequent urinating. Could I be pregnant. What is d effect of depo on fibroid. Please guide me
on this. I was on the depo for 2years, I stopped a month ago and I have had really heavy flow for
5days with blood clots. When will this bleeding stop? Debbi, I was on Depo for 2 years too.
Stopped taking it in nov. And its a constant heavy flow with blood clots. Seems like its never
going to end.. Oh My gosh!! Did anyone experience severe dizziness. I hope this subsides. Does
anyone else have these symptoms? My husband had a vasectomy years ago, so I am not
pregnant. To all the women having issues on and getting off the depo,I have been on it for a
year. Hi Tiffani, Was your period heavy before you started Depo? I know its late just discovered
the site.. Anyway, I started Depo back in March I would bleed about every 60 days and then after
about a year I only bleed when I needed the shot. I was due for my shot Nov and decided not to
get it. My breast were super tender and my nipples were erect. I experienced bloating as well. It
seems to be pretty normal so far. I was wondering is there anyone whose cycle has returned to
normal since their last injection? Hi I was wondering if u had any luck with whats going on with
ur symptoms? I missed my shot in October and now two months later no period but weird
cramping pregnancy symptoms feeling dizzy and nauseas and really tired no matter how much I
sleep. Thought I might be preg but after reading online about this I think probably not. I know its
been 9 years now since you posted this. Hope you can find time to answer my query. I have only
took the depot one time and I just missed my shot a week ago. Iv been feeling sick and weak. I
dont kno if its from the depot shot or not but im worried of how long its gonna last. Im having
the same exact symptoms and its driving me nuts. I dont know how long to expect this to last.
Reading this has relieved my thoughts a little. I have been on the shot for 5 years. I stopped it 2
weeks ago and I have watery mouth stomach jitters and nausea. Afraid to take a pregnancy test
but I have to. I had 2 injections, and my last one was 5 weeks ago. Anybody else experiencing
this? I came off my shot about two weeks ago and this week i have been having these
symptoms. Im glad that other women have experienced this but im still worried. Im hoping it will
go away soon and my life will return back to normal. I also took the shot one time. Two days
later I felt exactly like I was pregnant. My cervix feels swollen and sore. A very scary feeling. I
only had 2 shots last one January period started back in June was regular until September I
spotted for 2 days like literally a spot like the size of a nickel and this month no period at all
breasts have been sore for 2 months.. Crystal, I know you posted this a long time ago but I was
wondering how long it took for the migraines to go away? So tired of the nausea. Just
wondering if your still feeling the same I only had the shot once and a week before getting my
2nd dose I started feeling nauseous and having stomach cramps and now a month in I have
horrible stomach cramping I get so bloated. I experienced anxiety, mood swings, depression.
They have slowly gotten better. I am at the 3 month mark now and am leery about getting the
second shot. I recently stopped taking the Depo injection after seven years. I am a very happy
person, however I have been feeling depressed and tired. I am wondering if anyone else has had
this experience. When I first started the shot, my periods immediately stopped. I was due for a
shot four weeks ago and have already had a period! I am not upset about this â€” I am glad to
have a period, but the feeling of being emotionally and physically depressed is difficult to deal
with. I hope that it passes soon. I only took it for a year and a half. Im having the same problem
as you Jesse and I did take pregnant tests and they both were negative and I still feel sick, the
issues you having are like exactly mines and its been two weeks since I missed my shot and I
hate feeling like this coz its like im pregnant wonder how long will I feel this awful. I was on for 2
years and missed a shot. My doc said I would have to wait until my period came back on to get
another. I am having hideous migraines, I am fatigued ALL the time, and even depressed! I have
no reason to be sad at all. My life is fine. But I am constantly moody and sad. This sucks SO
bad. I chose to have the Depo shot as my birth control, but I gained massive amount of weight
and was having mood swings along with very swollen breast. I switched to the pill, and this is
my 3rd week on the pill. Has anyone else gone through this lmk please. I have had the same
thing, did you ever lactate after stopping the shot? Im the same as sarah. Since stopping it iv
put on weight, my breast can hardy be touched. Im not prego as iv taken a test. And still no
bleeding. Im hoping it all passes soon as id like to full prego over the next few months. I was on
depo for 11 years. After stoping I have gained weight. My boobs are really sore, I can barely
touch them. My nipple hurt as if I was pregnant. My boobs have also grown two cup sizes in the
last 2 months. I have had severve cramps on and off. My experience has been exactly the same.
I was on the depo shot for a year, my last shot was in They would sporadically kick in over

about 3 years time, they did finally stop though. It was almost 4 years after stopping depo
before I started to get my periods back. Which you would think after that long, they would be the
normal once a month however many days thing. Not the case with me. I would halfway start a
period, spot for 2 days, nothing for a day, then have a light flow for maybe 2 or 3 days. As I write
this now, I still have not returned to a normal menstruation cycle. I do not recommend taking the
Depo Provera birth control shot. The side effects for during and most definitely afterwards are
just not worth it. I feel for all of you out there going through the same things or even possibly
worse symptoms. Just know that you are not alone, and we care. No one should have to go
through these things when all we wanted to do, was to be responsible, and chose when we
wanted children or not to have any more children. I feel a bit relieved after reading this forum. I
was on depo for 1 year and a half, and then pills for a month before I decided to stop everything
in april. I didnt get any period until july 1st and the bleeding last for 3 months! It finally stopped
and im getting light spots since yesterday instead of a normal period. On top of that I have been
moody the whole time and my breasts and nipples are just extra sensitive. Luckily my weight
didnt really change. Hopefully my body can adjust better in the future. Had only one shot.
Experienced everyday spotting, cramps, moodiness, tiredness, weakness, dizziness, trouble to
focus and remember and it also lowered my sex drive. Off the market immediately!! And fatigue
is unbelieveable. All this info out there about what depo does for a person but did they even test
or study what impact it has from all angles? I only took it once n i was moody n bleed all the
three months n then after i have has two period on the same month n after 3 months after bein
of it i havent gotten my regular period am worried i might be pregnant. I hope my period goes
back to normal and not 2 and 3 weeks when i first got the shot. Have you been feeling better
since november.?? My cramps are excruciating and the pain in thee left side is true. It feels like
pins and needles alot. The pain is so not worth it.. I have been off depo for 6 months after years
of use. This is my 2nd experi encryption with severe depression and being tired. Have my
children. Would not recommend getting depo. But not me, my doctor recommended me to get
on it bcus i would get sick a lot and miss lots of events in high school and having to leave
school. As in vomiting, and get dizzy as if i would pass out. Never did i have stomach pains
when i had periods. I just vomit throughout the day. Would anyone have an answer!? Please
help! Have had multiple periods a month since stopping depo and getting a tubal. I have been
on the depot for the last 2 years and intentionally missed my shot that was due the beginning of
January When I started the depot in for the first 3 months I was spotting. After my 2nd injection,
so about 4 and a half months after my 1st, my periods stopped altogether. Over the 2 years my
sex drive has completely diminished and has seemed to have been replaced with an insane
appetite and chronic fatigue. I intentionally stopped depot in order to decrease my appetite and
hopefully get my sex drive back. It has been 3 weeks since I stopped and I have experienced
tiny spurts of spotting after sex , my mood has severely altered Im grumpy most of the time,
upset , and the chronic fatigue still strongly exists. I was on the shot for 7 months, and now it
have 6 months since i havent had the shot. So it have been exacly 17 months off the shot. I
heard it takes up to 18 months to get off the shot or longer. I would like to know when will i start
to ovulate or get pregnant. Since then I have had awful anger flare-ups and mood swings to the
point where my symptoms seem to resemble bi-polar disorder. My family and I have noticed that
I never acted like that until I was no longer taking the shot. We came to the idea that with taking,
and then stopping, the shot, hormones are completely out of whack, and it could cause serious
changes in moods; including what I have been experiencing. I used Depo-Provera for almost
three years. For months after my last injection I experienced SEVERE side effects including
extreme breast tenderness and swelling, migraine headaches, weight gain of 20 lbs, constant
neck and low back aches, moodiness, nausea, and a general feeling of not recognizing my own
body. My period did not return until almost seven months after my last injection. I had no idea
that these side effects had anything to do with my discontinued use of Depo until I found
forums online with women experiencing many of the same symptoms. I am only just now,
almost 8 months later feeling any kind of relief. I was on the shot for about 12 years and decided
to stop taking it. My friend says that I should be LOSING weight because of going off the Depot,
but from reading these forumsâ€¦it looks like the opposite is true for most.. I am so moody now
too. Kimi I was on depo for about 8 years and since I have come off the bloating I experienced
after 3 months was horrendous. Today I still suffer a little but I watch what I eat and still take
fibre supplements to get the balance. Hope you feel better. This happened to me too! I was due
a shot in December after being on it for 5 consecutive years and just got a glimpse of a period
after almost 9 months of no activity. I literally went through menopause. Night sweats, tender
nipples, sore to the touch breasts, hot flashes, weight gain lbs especially in the belly and
depression. I started the depo 12 years ago and stopped at year 7 to make sure things still
functioned. I got my period back within a month. This time not the same, as I age I react

differently. Glad I came across this post. There really is no literature out there about what to
expect! I have all the same symptoms and barely sleep. The pain in my abdominal region is
ridiculous. I just wanna feel normal.. I was on the Depo shot for only 6 months. I experienced a
severe loss in my sex drive and just felt really blah. Whats the point of being on birthcontrol if
your not having sex??? Ive been on the Depo for 7 years, went straight on it after having my
son â€” great not having periods. Only had a light period which lasted for less than a day. So
pleased to be in the land of the living. Try detoxing!! Depo stores itself in your fa. I was on the
depo shot for a little over a year and have been off of it for a month. I have been experiencing
extreme breast tenderness including my nipples and lately iv been really nauseous. Not only
that but I feel very moody as well, anything can make me angry to the point where i want to cry. I
feel llike i have no control over my body. I took a pregnancy test yesterday and it said negative,
but i am still concerned. Doctors should notify us of these possible after effects. They are
horrible. Ok, I was on it for about 9 years with a few months break here and there. My boobs
hurt and I have no monthly visitor. I was really thinking I was schizophrenic until I googled Depo
Withdrawlsâ€¦If anyone has felt these things and then eventually felt better, please tell me
because I can deal with it if I know there is an end in sight. And any questions just message me
on myspace. Click on my name to go to it. Hey Randi, I know it has been nearly 5 years since
you posted here but I am currently going through this myself after stopping depo 8 weeks ago. I
need some reassurance as I honestly have lost hope in ever being myself again. Lisa, I was on
depo for the good part of 7 years, last injection was September I just got my period a month and
a half ago and then it has been coming every two weeksâ€¦. I was just googling what happens
when you stop depo and found this site. I too had the 2 weeks periods for the first 2 months off
it and now finally I think they are settled down to 23 days apart which still isnt great but is
better. My advice to you on that is to keep a record of your periods as I always forgot how long
apart they actually were. Its so interesting to hear other peoples experiences with depo and its
withdrawal effects. I can barely handle it.. I was in the e. Sleeping is horrible and gets harderâ€¦
if anyone has any more info on how long it lasts please help me out. I need the reassurance. But
brave as i was tonight i tried getting answers, reply wasâ€¦. Thinks i am blanking her out all the
time, NOT she sits in another room when me and daughter are watching tv? This sounds just
like me. I was on the depo for 10years every 5 years I came off it for a year to try to keep my
body circle normal somewhat. The first year I came off it, I was such a emotional reck, I would
cry over the smallest of thing, I would go to work and and even cry over things I would normally
brush off. I had thoughts that no one wanted me and I was worthless. And on top of that it took
6 months for me to have a period, but every month I would have stabbing pain, my back would
cripple up and my breast felt like they were going to burst. I turned very needy and seeked
comfort. Continuely going to the doctors and they marked it as depression. Worst year every,
but soon that year was up and I went back on the depo, within the month I was back to my old
self. I continues doing to the doctors for regular check up with the depression I didnt feel
depressed any more I decided to see a different doctor for a second option, I went through all
my symptoms through that terrible year lucky for me I wrote everything down the doctor
confirmed I didnt have depression but however my body was trying to get everything back on
track, as when I was on the depo I had no mood swings, no monthly circle no pains, nothing
and when I came off it, it was basically 5 years squashed and squeezed in to a year. I have been
off the depo now for 1 year and 1 month. The first 8 months was just like that first year I was off
it before, but now my pain, neediest, crying and bad moods and right where they should be right
before and after my circle, and have been that way for 4 months. So I am slowly getting back to
normal. I am just so lucky that my partner has managed to stick my me though all the hell I put
him through with my emotional changes, he has been a rock for me. I am staying away from any
form of contraception except condoms for at least another year, but dont think I will go back on
the depo again. Well I took the injection twice and stopped it as I had no sex drive, my hair did
not grow and I gained weight. Istopped in the May and did not menstruate until the December
and this was accompanied by awful migraines. I believe the hormones are up and down causing
all sorts of depressed symptoms. I feel like my husband is treating me differently but I can also
rationalise it and see that it is probably my stuff not hisâ€¦. I also have had really bad
experiences with the depo injection. I started taking depo, not for contreceptive purposes but to
combat pmt and the moods I felt at this time of the month. My doctor told me that if my periods
stopped so too would the hormonal imbalance that caused the moods. My moods did level out
and I no longer had sore breasts, stomach pains or periods. This all seemed great until I started
to gain weight. I went from a size 10 to I excersise vertually every day and have joined a
slimming club but weight loss is very slow, despite sticking rigidly to the diet. I also noticed that
my hair stopped growing. Again this is a plus when its leg hair etc. Since stopping depot in Sept
I still have had no sign of a period and my weight is still coming of very slowly, half pound per

week. I am annoyed that I was not told about the damage that could be caused to my bones
espfecially as I was 40 when first starting the depo. The fat that came on my body was around
my stomach and back. Has anyone else suffered from this problem and does the weight come
off eventually? I actually wondered if the injections had made my body believe it was going
through the menopause as it stopped my periods. I would love some answers. My boobs are so
sore , I too have a big tummy now and fat on my back? Its been 7 months and I still have had no
peroid , but cramps and awful mood swings!!! I hope you are feeling better but had to reply as I
feel the same way! Hi there I had this horrible jab for 5 and a half yrs. Does anyone know of any
professional that has helped them with these symptoms post depo. It is literally wrecking my
quality of life. If any of you would like to take part in a questionnaire and short skype interview.
Let me know as i would like to draw attention to our issues. I thought I was going crazy. I was
on Depo for three years. I got off in July of Immediately my body went haywire. Rapid weight
gain, chronic migraines, fatigue, loss in appetite. I had every test done possible. Even went to a
therapist! Just in the past two months the symptoms have gotten worse! I thought I was
pregnant, sore breast, dizziness, nauseous, even more weight gain. My stomach is huge! I look
3 or 4 months pregnant. I go spinning and do crossfit everyday. While my body is toning I am
still extremely bloated. And the mood swings!!! All of my interpersonal relationships are ruined!
It's been 9 months and still no period! And no lessening of symptoms! I can relate to most of it. I
am 17 and was on depo for a year and a half because my parents forced it upon me I have been
off it for almost 2 months and the weight I gained while on it 23 pounds has remained there I
walk 2 miles almost everyday! When did your migraine go. Im sure what im experiencing is
withdrawal from depo provera, I had been on it for 1yr and decided to give my body a rest as Ive
done on and off over last ten years of using this drug and have never had any withdrawl
symptoms before, I was due for my shot feb 1st and didnt have it, nine days later I had problems
getting to sleep and staying asleep and I started to have bad continuous cramping in pelvic area
felt like someone squeezing hell out of my uterus! All these symptoms have contiued but they
took a turn for the worst about 25th march when I started to lose my appetite and found myself
feeling very nervous to the point of feeling a bit panicky and have become very insecure
especially in my relationship, it escalated last friday after such little sleep I couldnt even go to
work as I was so tired and felt terribly depressed, anxious and insecure, so i went to see doctor
and she did not feel that they were withdrawal symptoms from depo since I had just finished my
first period after coming off depo as she believed it would be out of my system by now, she said
I have sleep deprivation anxiety and that its a number of things that brings her to that
conclusion such as my having noisy neighbors resulting in lack of sleep and long days at work
and relationship problems. Im so desperate for answers so please can anyone help, I dont want
to have next shot if I can transfer to something else that will have far less withdrawal symptoms.
If anyone can please help me with sound advice please email my address is: lhill orcon. So yeah
my advice is get of the hormones! I hope this helps x. Well now let me just say every woman is
different. I have had the exact opposite order of symptoms compared to most women here. I had
the terrible anxiety and panic attacks and palpitations while on Depro. And am feeling no
anxiety since I stopped Depro 8 weeks ago. On the day I was due my last Depro shot I was fitted
with 5 year copper coil. And the agony continued for hours after fitting and subdued to slightly
less agonising for another week. Not spotting but bleeding. My coil has been checked and is
fine. Not every woman will experience delays to her period returning. Some, like me, will
experience delays to her period stopping!! But apperntly it can take a while for the menstruation
cycle hormones to get back to their natural rhythm after stopping Depro. Although my coil
insertion was really unpleasant I have to say it will be different for every woman but you should
be aware that for some it is not pleasant. I already dread the idea of having it changed in 5
years. Then again some women barely feel a thing. Anything is better than being on hormone
based methods that mess our bodies up. I was on the injection for 6 months only. My sex drive
disappeared while on it and I had skin break outs while my body adjusted. I also picked up
weight and this was why I stopped it. And then came on again. I was on the shot for six months
and decided to stop because of a slight weight gain and depression. I took the shot once to
prepare me for the Essure procedure. I have nausea, digestive problems, anxiety, moodiness,
exhaustion, depression, moments of crying for no reason, huge weight gain, sore breasts and
still no period. I wish this info would be included in the information that is given out when the
shot is given. At least then we could be prepared for the withdrawal. I thought I was going crazy
and I was ready to see a psychiatrist because I thought I was going nuts. People need to be
warned! I have only not had my shot for 2 weeks and I am having abdominal cramping that is
more like poop cramps and nausea, headaches. I am also spotting. This has been horrible and
has happen 2 times waking up feeling like this in a 2 week period. I hate the depo never again! I
am 36 years old. During this time I lossed my labido but still gave it up to my hubby. I quit the

injections, and had my 1st period about six months later. It has now been 2. And I am back to
my nromal weight of vs Life is greatâ€¦unless I want to have children again! I thought I was
going through menopause because the hot flashes were so intense! And then I was freezing,
which is normal for me but I felt like I had a weird menopausal flu. I finally got my shot today
and my symptoms abated within hours. So glad to see someone else say they had hot flashes
too. I was going to ask my doctor or try one of those OTC all natural menopause relief pills like
Estroven to see if that helped. Not planning on going off it anytime soon and I know. How long
did they last after going off the shot? I have been on depo since â€” which means 20 years and
around 80 injections in all. I have tried to come off it twice before and always bled continously
so resorted to going back on it. I had regular bone scans dexa scans every 5 years while I was
on depo and they always came back ok so doctors continued to agree it was ok for me to get
depo for such a long time. I have a medical condition where I cannot take the pill due to clotting
risk and depo seemed like the right contraception for me but in the past 5 years I noticably have
had a reduced immune system, depression and anxiety and numerous yeast infections that
required anti-fungal medicine for 3 months at a time, I experienced vaginal dryness along with
this. I have had some hormone tests done and been told by gnaecologists that the use of depo
has affected my fertility and I was advised to come off it. What does he know â€” he is just a
man, a man who has not had a synthetic hormone injected into his bum for 20years. Inject
anything into yourself for 20years and there is bound to be serious withdrawals when stopping
it!! It makes me angry that there is complete ignorance from medical and health care
professionals about discontinuing this injection especially after prolonged usage. I would agree
that this shot should be banned and urge anyone considering getting it to think again very
carefully! I know how you feel. Although it sure feels like it. Im so emotional. Its been hard on
relationships. Im freakin nuts! I cry just about everyday about something. Im tired, no energy.
My breasts are tender fuller. I just feel like crap!! Its mostly this depression that is getting to me
though. I get so low at times. I just want all this to go away. How long did you take the shot for?
I shed my uterine lining and ended up in the hospital getting blood transfusions after passing
out. This drug is a toxic poison and needs to be banned!!!! We should start one. When did the
bleeding stop? I was getting the shot monthly because it was the only thing that would alleve
my chronic pelvic pain but it wore off after one month so I would have to get it again. I went
from a size 10 to a size 14 also, and the weight is in rolls around my belly and back. My pain
finally was mild enough that I have gone 3 months without the shot. But now my breasts feel
like they do when you are pregnant and I am naseaus. I feel like crap but I have to get off that
shot because I feel like it is the reason I suddenly got a torn rotator cuff simply from getting a
flu shot. I was supposed to receive my last depo shot in December but I decided against it.
Initially I was on it for 2 years and then I took a 5 year break. I got back on the shot for 3 months
and felt like I was going crazy. I stayed hot, nauseous, dizzy, weak and the list goes on. I throw
pity parties for myself all the time. Every other day my period is on.. Almost like a tease. I really
hope these symptoms go away in time and I would not reccommend the shot to anyone. Wake
up! Your being led like sheep to a slaughtr! I had a lot of terrible migraines after having the last
shot. I only had it for 6 months. I am experiencing pain on my breast right now which is really
not good since I am a breastfeeding mom. I had been having low back pain and i get tired easily.
I just hope right now this stops. Omg I thought I was tripping. I have been on depo for a year
and stoppen in jan. My breats constantly hurt, I put on weight, have hot flashes, and sleeping
problems. I pray evryday my cylce returns and stop playing with me. I only spot lightly. The
second jab stopped this but 2 weeks before my 3rd injection i started bleeding alot, started
feeling neausia light headed and even lost alot of weight. So decided to come off the injection. I
bled for 3 weeks during that time but since then i have had nothing, not even a natural period or
spotting. My last injection was october I still am feelin ill and tired with little energy. I had sti
checks done and they were all clear, they even did a smear test which also came back clear. Im
18 and feel i made a big mistake going on the injectionâ€¦. Okay so I thought I was crazyâ€¦. I
have all of these symptoms but have been off of the depo for about a year and a halfâ€¦. I have
been going to the doctor and no one has any answersâ€¦The only thing that comes up is that
my prolactin level is highâ€¦. I was on depo on and off for about 7 yearsâ€¦. I did the exact same
thing. Do the symptoms ever go away? I have been feeling like total poo poo for over a year
now!! I was on the depo shot for about 4. I lost my period at first, which was a fantastic thing. I
actually lost 30 lbs while on it, not because of the medicine, but through eating right and going
to the gym. I decided against taking the shot after a random hormonal fit I had beginning of
February round about the time I was due. Lea, my opinion differs from yours slightly. However, I
doubt many women here were told by doctors, or had available to read in medical journals, the
side effects of stopping depo provera. The companies manufacturing depo are NOT including
the post usage disclaimers, so women are not aware. I had no weight gain, no acne, no

moodiness, nothing. It was honestly great. I had two shots of depo and decided not to continue
becasue of the side effects mood swings, spotting, rash, anxiety and because, strange as it
sounds, I miss my cycle. I was due to have my third shot about a week or so ago and I feel so
awful! My symptoms include horrible abdominal cramps, bloating, gas, chest pains, depression,
back aches and acid reflux. And I have also had this strange obsession with my heath this last
week, like every new symptom is cancer or something. Then yesterday I decided that it must be
colon cancer. Thank goodness for the internet or I never would have known that other women
have experienced strange symptoms after stopping depo. Hopefully this helps others who may
be having bizarre symptoms and think that they are going crazy! I pretty much dont feel like
myself and its scary and really sucks, i wanna knw how long these symptoms will last cause its
effecting my daily living. If i would of knwn about these syptoms i would of stuck with some
other contraceptive. Answers please! I never stopped bleeding, and I told my Doc. That is not
true for some. I have been so depressed, no sex because of the bleeding everyday, and
sadness. I woke up this morning to heavy bleeding and I am wondering how long this is going
to last. I liked depo because it was a reliable source for birth control, and I did not have my
period. What woman likes to bleed every month? Due to these side effects, i will defiantly not be
returning to the use of depo. It is obviously not right to the body, I never had symptoms this bad
when i was pregnant!!! Or PMSing for that matter. Not sure where to go from here for birth
control, but I will be doing my research! It helps to do your own reseach sometimes. I was on
the Depo for a little over a year and just stopped a month and a half ago. I basically have
pregnancy symptomsâ€¦feeling bloated.. I guess its the hormones trying to level back to
normal.. I still havent gotten my period.. The first 2 years were fine, I had just stopped having a
monthly cycle, which was a plus. However, about 5 months ago I had started having a lot of
pregnancy symptoms: fatigue, nausea, headaches and weight gain. After researching the long
term effects of birth control I had decided not to take my next shot. I talked to my physician, and
due to my other health issues not related to depo it was best for me not to get another shot. I
was on the depo injection for around 6 years and on the whole was really happy with it,
completely reliable and no periods. I came off it as I thought it would be good to have a break
and wanted to flush it out of my system before I started trying for a baby as knew it could take a
while to come out. Just like everyone else who has replied I have had horrible symptoms since
stopping it. By September I was suddenly suffering from constant pms type symptoms after
6years with nothing, but as it was only a bit of stomach cramping and slightly swelling breast it
wasnt too bad. By christmas my boobs were huge and often so sore I could hardly put a bra on
and the movement of even just walking really hurt. Anyway really I just want to know if anyone
has been off depo for long enough that these symptoms have gone away? Thanks for the posts.
I have had a feeling that there would be issues when I come off the depo but when I asked the
nurse, she said to take evening primrose oil and all will be well. I started around 11 years ago
and had the last on around 1 month ago. When I started, I had several symptoms like others are
expereincing when coming off including the worst temper ever. I have never been the type to
lose my temper and that was 10 times worse than I have ever imagined I could ever be. The
nurse I spoke to at the time dismissed it as something that would not be attributed to the depo
but would be caused by external factors. At the time, I was happy, really easy going but that
changed straight away after the first injection. Since the first couple of years, everything has
settled but I am now worried about feeling like that again. When I started I was size 8 and have
been up to a size 18 at my biggest even after cutting out crap food and carbs. I am hoping I will
not get any bigger than this for coming off. I am now researching in advance to see what I am
letting myslef in for. I really do need to come off the depo and give my system a rest from the
chemicals and so have looked at several things to try to understand what is next. According to
websites, the symptoms of too much progesterone and too little is the same which is the same
symptoms as what is described by many on this website so that would figure as to why it
happens, pity that those who work in healthcare do not advise you that this could happen as I
have had to find it out myself. Overall, my experiences of depo since my body got used to it has
been positive. It will be good to be off though but I am hoping that it will not take too long. It has
been a help reading all of the above, just hope that people around me will understand if the
symptoms start. Disapointed by the post from one misinformed person about being a sheep for
taking it. If it is offered by a qualified doctor, someone who has trained for years to know what
they are doing, you think it will be ok to take and will be thoroughly tested to achieve a licence
to be distributed. I am sure it is not so evil that it can be banned but people donot take it
because they are coerced into having it, we have all taken it by choice as we all have our own
choices to make. It is forums like this that help us al understand each other and is a great
source of help so I am hoping that some of the people above have got through it and we can all
work together to get to the end of the tunnel of withdrawal and the hormones level out. Good

luck to you all. I too had a horrible temper when first got on it. It never really subsided. I was on
it for 3yrs. I got some ostopenia from being on the shot and went off. Now Ive been off for about
2months. I have horrible moods swings. My breast are tender and fuller and Im fatigued.
Everything is all out of whack. All this has really taken a toll on a good friendship. I was initially
on depo about 10 years ago, for about 3 years. I had no side effects either while on it or while
coming off it. At least none that I remember significantly impacting me. I had my son in July of
and began the depo again about 8 weeks after he was born. Shortly after my first injection I
started having panic attacks, feeling nervous all the time and having extreme headaches. Also
have no sex drive. Over the last few months I have been feeling just terrible. Not like myself at
all. I have no history of depression or anxiety, have never had a panic attack in my entire life,
until after I received my first dose of depo in August of I thought it might be the fact that I had
just had a child. However, I found a sheet of paper from my doc while cleaning out my office last
month, and on it, it said one of the side effects from depo could be nervousness. The things that
have been happening to me, emotionally and physically, suddenly started to make a lot of
sense. I began researching on the internet and have found so many posts from people that are
experiencing the same things as me. I feel so terrible right now, but am so grateful to have
found these posts-it gives me reassurance that I am not going crazy!!! I am due to get my next
shot in June and needless to say I will not be getting it. But now I am concerned about the side
effects of going off of this poison that I have been putting in my body. I am also angry at myself
for not doing my research. I believe it must be that my hormones were so different after having
a child that this drug is affecting me this way this time around. If anyone out there who has
gone off of it and seen relief at any point can give me some hope for light at the end of the
tunnel I would very much appreciate it. This site is an answer to a prayer, I am not alone. I was
given the depo shot following a diagnosis of endometriosis which I had surgery to remove by
laser. The nurse said this is a common response and to lay down the next time for 15 minutes
after the ingection. The next time I was due for a shot, I did remain laying down but passed out
upon standing anyway. Then, the next day I woke up with complete loss of vision in my left eye.
The vision loss lasted for 4 days and when it returned I had a severe mirgraine for 2 days. I had
never had a headache before. I ended up seeting a neorologist who said that the horomones
caused an ocular migraine and told me not to take any horomones from that point on, for
anything. I have severe periods that last days each and I only have a week off once I stop
bleeding until I start. I have increased discomfort in my back and irritable bowels. My flow is
also extremely heavy. Priod to taking depo, my cycle was 28 days exactly, it was very painful
but it was scheduled to a T. I had been on the pill before the depo and the reason for the switch
was to hopefully deter the endometriosis from returning once it was removed. My husband has
described me as manic because I will clean and organize obsessently. My bowel movements
have been irregulary, frequent and painful. I often mind myself nauseous and without appeitie
and have thrown up on several occassions, though not feeling sick otherwise and feeling fine
after. My periods themselves are debilitating at times they last for so long that sometimes the
pain goes ease up. I start to sweat, my mouth waters and I feel nauseas while I am trying to go
tot he bathroom. Its so hurtful and I feel like a crazy person but I dont know how to get help. Is
that even possible with an inconsistent cycle? When will it go back to normal? Does pregnancy
cure endometriosis? Please help â€” going crazy. I have taken Depo twice. I had no withdrawal
symptoms, just symptoms related to the drug itself. Second time I tried it years later the
depression was undercontol, but came back full force within days of injection. I stayed active
and took extra calcium and mag to counter the potential bone loss. Dont forget that all types of
hormonal BC work by tricking your body into thinking that it is pregnant, therfore it is
reasonable for many women to have symptoms of pregnancy while on hormonal bc. I have
recently stopped with the depo shot and I have been bleeding now for over 4 monthsâ€¦Some
days are worse than othersâ€¦I am constantly tired and my breasts hurt all the timeâ€¦I was
taking the shots for over 3 years and while on the shot, I would go one month of no mentrual
periods and then would go for 2 months or til the next shotâ€¦. When I first started on it, I did
have the sex drive issue. I never felt in the mood to be intimate. I also gained a lot of weight. I
just dont think the depo is for everyoneâ€¦. So its been eight months since I have had my shot. I
just want my body back. I am too tired to do anything and I have to wear a pad at all times and
sleep on a towel because it is heavier overnight and trickles past the pad. I only had one shot
after having my daughter in December. When might I be normal again?? This is my first time
commenting on here, but I wanted to check back in after a few months. A few days ago, I finally
got my period back. I was on depo for 4. I was terrified to go off because of the withdrawal info I
found when I searched, but the only thing I really suffered from was breast tenderness. I was on
the depo for three years and recently decided to go off of it. My last injection was due on June
15th 3 months ago. My periods came back after the first month but now I have severe cramps

and heavier longer periods. I would have never gone on the depo if I would have know this
would be the outcome. Had some spotting but not much after getting off of it. But now my
breasts are sore all the time and like others i have some naseau also. How long before all this
stops? Having the sore breasts and nipples is more aggravating than the minor naseua. Hope
someone can help me. Good thing I am reading this. Im 20, I began taking the shot around
march this year. About 3 weeks ago I refused my last shot because of the weight gain I was
having. Recently my breast have been so sore , my appetite has been ridiculous I can eat about
anything. I have been sitting here wondering if I was pregnant, but after reading everyones
replies I see that it may just be some side affects of me coming off the shot. Thanks Everyone! I
had been on depo for a little over a year. Last shot was April. I was doing fine until a few weeks
agoâ€”my breasts were very sore still are! All of my pregnancy tests have been negative! I took
the depo shot for six months. In the mean time had surgery for cervical cancer. This made me
want to have a baby now since im getting older and my surgery can cause pregnancy
complications since my cervix is shorter. I took my last shot a month before my surgery in
February. No periods till this month august but now ive had three in one month! This is
especially frustrating for a woman who has constant cancer scares since heavy bleeding is also
associated with cancer. Also my breast hurt unbearably , my joints hurt, ive gained 20 lbs even
though I only eat once a day since I started gaining weight. Im very emotional, im cramping
horribly like birth contractions and most mornings now I just dont want to get out of bed. I hate
this stupid shot. I just want this all to end. Heya I have just come off the injection 3 weeks ago I
had been on the injection since I was just 16 I am not 21 in total about 5 and a half years. I have
the past days been getting unbelievable migraines, been unable to sleep, I have insomnia
anyways but its like I feel I could stay awake all night but then when I wake up I find it VERY
difficult to get out of bed even in a lie in, I got up at 10am this morning I have felt completely shit
until pm in a drained manner now I have migrains I have been getting dizzy on and off all day
and its been getting worse each day. I have also suffered body odor? Being smelly even when
getting out of the bath or shower? I have not read this on anyone elses side efffects though. I
really think we should be able to have a day or two off work when coming off the contraception
for the first time in a year im glad im unemployed but I cannot imagine working and feeling like
this. Hi everyone â€¦ most of the withdrawal symptoms are the same as others.. I started to have
my periods in August 3, No dysmenorrhoea at all. Thank you for the advice. I know this is an old
post but I am desperate for help. I was late getting my last shot and it was a nightmare of
symptoms. Intense hot flashes, inability to sleep, nausea, emotional, diarrhea. It was as if the
medications I take for my regular problems stopped working. I thought I was going through
early menopause and had also gotten the flu. I have 3 months to plan and I will be stocking up.
Also wondering if anyone has tried those OTC menopause meds like Estroven? I have been on
the Depo for 12 monthsâ€¦stopped it 4 months ago. Since stopping I suffered severe crampy
and painful abdominal pain with bloating which was only relieved by going to toilet. I went to 3
doctors and one diagnosed Irritable Bowel Syndrome, another anaemia without a blood test and
the other unsure but said because I had an upper viral respiratory tract infection recently it
could be a contributory factor to my drowsiness or middle ear infection. Am not sure what to
think am waiting for blood test results regarding anaemia and watching to see if my drowsiness
subsides. I experienced bleeding bright red which lasted 1 day and tailed of dark brown over the
following 2 days not sure if my period has come back so soon. Moody, cranky, bloated,
constipated, emotional, insecure, you name it.. Mainly 1 week before my shot. I also would bleed
that week get my shot and it would go away and I would return. My thoughts are crazy, sleep
isnt good. Missed my last shot but weird no bleeding so far, head aches started.. Migraines and
tiredness.. I am always tired and irritable, bad moodswigs, anger flares, nausea, severe
migrains,constant headachâ€¦. A few years ago I was taking oral contraseptives,and developed
lumps in my breast, went for a mamogram came out negative, got bloods taken and tested
hormonal inbalance was the causeâ€¦I was adviced to get off.. I am so thankful for all of your
posts, they have helped me alot. I was on the Depo for 2 years, and gained around 14kg, so
decided to come off it, convinced it was helping me keep it on have been really trying to loose,
including going off all sugar. I have been off it now for about a month, sore breasts, some
abdominal cramping, and yesterday i just felt sooooo tired, the thought of going to work â€¦â€¦..
I took the day off and felt better as the day wore on. Today i feel about the same, but after
reading your posts i know why and it helps me to
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cope. I have had some mood swings poor hubby and daughter so i can explain it to them too. I

have had no bleeding yet but i know it will come, eventually. I am going to try and keep a
positive mindset, and do some exercise try and loose some weight and try to get fit and healthy.
I hope things better fast. I am in the same boat right now. The first 2 months, but everything you
are saying. I have a good friend who is at wits end with me. Im going to talk to my doctor come
monday, after reading all these posts. I feel better now. I Thought I was going crazy. I went and
got the depo shot once and only once. I refused to go back and get a second one after I missed
one period, then when I got my period I spotted for 2 weeks and then the next time I spotted for
a month. That was a big disappointment because I want another child. I am also bleeding during
my high fertility days preventing me from having sex to get pregnant. This time I have heavy
bleeding and its been going on for two weeks.

